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ABSTRACT
Sodium chloride (NaCl) and Rhodamine-WT (RWT) are two common stream tracers, yet
only NaCl is considered to be completely conservative. RWT is known to not behave
conservatively due to sorption and desorption in the presence of organic material. This study
seeks to better understand advantages and limitations of the two tracers on a larger scale river in a
unique stream network. On the Kuparuk River, a 4th-order river located in the northern foothills
of Alaska’s Brooks Range, a set of four tracer injections were performed in the summer of 2012
at a wide range of discharge values (454 L/s to 4442 L/s). Dual slug injections of RWT and NaCl
were performed on the upstream end of a ~1.5 km reach, located in a watershed underlain by
continuous permafrost. The normalized breakthrough curve (BTC) analyses indicate that the
window of detection (time of tracer arrival to time of tracer non-detection) ranges from ~0.8-1.9
times the advective timescale for RWT, and from ~0.8-1.7 for NaCl. The BTC tail shapes are
generally similar, with NaCl having a slighter steeper tail shape as fit to an exponential residence
time distribution (RTD). With increasing discharge, the ratio of RWT:NaCl generally remains
close to 1 through late-time tailing.
Temporal moment analyses show smaller mean, variance, and skew values with
increasing discharge for both RWT and NaCl, and very similar temporal moment magnitudes for
the three higher discharges when comparing NaCl to RWT. Through a simple breakthrough
decomposition method to determine transient storage, RWT does not display a significantly larger
amount of transient storage as a percentage of the zeroth temporal moment for this experimental
timescale (~2-4 hours). These results suggest that in a larger river system with similar dynamics,
sorption is less evident, or that subsequent desorption is not seen on such a timescale. Therefore
RWT appears to be a viable choice for tracer experiments in larger rivers, but more work needs to
be done in other systems with a similar range of discharges before any set conclusions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Solute transport dynamics in natural, open channels describe how water and any
dissolved matter move through a river reach of interest. Stream tracer studies are a common
method to understand transport dynamics of a parcel of water through a river reach by
delineating the spatial and temporal extent of various flow paths. Sodium chloride (NaCl) and
Rhodamine-WT (RWT) are commonly used tracers, yet the limitations and advantages of each
are not widely known when applied to a large river reach. Qualitative and quantitative
analyses from tracer experiments usually stem from the tracer concentration-time profile at the
downstream end of a reach, called the breakthrough curve (BTC). The extent to which the
BTC can be used to estimate solute transport is limited by the integrity of the tracer used in the
experiment, and large differences in observations versus true transport dynamics can greatly
affect modeling results (Drummond et al., 2012).
As a dissolved nutrient or chemical moves from an upstream location to a downstream
location, it experiences three primary transport mechanisms: advection, dispersion, and
transient storage. Advection describes the bulk, longitudinal movement of solute by the river
current, whereas dispersion describes spreading due to shear and transverse diffusion (Fischer
et al., 1979). Transient storage describes water and/or solutes that remain in surface water or
subsurface storage zone areas (Bencala & Walters, 1983). Lateral inflows and outflows occur,
as the solute interacts with the subsurface and the groundwater, in a process called hyporheic
exchange. Hyporheic exchange describes interactions between subsurface sediments and
dissolved solutes in natural waterways. Excess nutrients are reduced and subsequently
removed (via heterotrophic uptake) as they move through the zone (in transient storage areas)
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(Mulholland et al., 1997). This exchange is strongly correlated to biogeochemical exchange,
such as nitrification and denitrification (Fisher et al., 1998) and is therefore a large topic of
interest from a water quality and ecological perspective. Tracer experiments are used
extensively to study this process and differences in the exchange among varying streams and
river systems.

Design and Purpose of Tracer Experiments
Tracer studies attempt to model a known concentration of a solute (i.e. tracer) as it
moves downstream, by measuring the concentration at the downstream reach location through
time, or the BTC. Conservative salt tracers, such as NaCl are widely used, yet NaCl is not able
to be detected at lower concentrations and therefore requires a larger injection quantity
(Worthington & Smart, 2003). RWT was developed in 1966 for general tracer studies
purposes (Smart & Laidlaw, 1977), and has the advantage over NaCl regarding detection
limits, as it can be detected at concentrations <1 ppb (Sutton et al., 2001). Like many other
fluorescent tracers, RWT reacts with the subsurface and therefore exhibits nonconservative
transport. In field studies (Ptak & Schmid, 1996) and laboratory-scale studies (Sabatini &
Austin, 1991), RWT has been found to sorb or cling onto organic and other particulate matter.
Bencala et al., 1983, found that RWT behaved nonconservatively when used as a tracer in a
small mountain stream.
This study used instantaneous slug injection methods, of both RWT and NaCl, based
on the theory of the relative salt dilution. The theory behind the conservative tracer
experiment, as described in Day, (1976), involves instantaneously injecting a known tracer of
volume V and mass at the upper end of a stream reach with an unknown discharge Q. Through
dispersion and turbulent mixing, the tracer concentration C reaches uniformity over a length of
channel Lm, which for mountainous streams, was found to be approximately 25 times the
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channel width (Day, 1977). At this state, the tracer is thought to exhibit the flow characteristic
of the streamflow, and therefore successfully labels a parcel of water that can be tracked
through space and time.
The BTC is essentially a graphical representation of the time-concentration
relationship I (Day, 1977). In equation form, this integral can be shown as
tf

I=

∫ C(t)dt

(1)

ti

where t represents time, ti is the time of first detection, and tf is the time of final tracer
detection at the downstream end. With the assumption of steady flow and complete mixing

€

through the length Lm, the discharge Q is calculated through the following equation:

Q = VC1 /I

(2)

where C1 is the initial slug concentration. The theory of dilution-gauging provides for a
relatively simple method to determine discharge, and the tools to create a breakthrough curve

€

reduce to a tracer (i.e. NaCl or RWT), a mixing bucket or pail, and an adequate conductivity
logger.

Temporal Moments
Since dilution-gauging experiments also capture the concentration-time profile, they
can be used in accordance with other solute transport analyses to calculate many more
parameters than simply discharge. Temporal moments provide information about tracer travel
times and spread, and are analogous to probability density function (PDF) analyses. The first
to fourth temporal moments were derived from Laplace transform of TS or dead-zone models
for Dirac and finite pulse injections (Schmid, 2003). Temporal moments can be defined, in
general by:
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+∞

nk =

∫ c(t) * t

k

dt

(3)

0

where nk is the kth temporal moment of the concentration-time distribution c(t) (Schmid,
2003). The first three temporal moments define the centroid (mean travel time), variance, and
skew, respectively, and in this study, c(t) is normalized to the zeroth moment, or the area under
the BTC. These four moments provide a succinct analysis of concentration-history and are
therefore suitable to use to compare solute plumes and transport (Harvey & Gorelick, 1995).

Arctic Tundra Stream Networks
The use of RWT on a large river has not been widely documented, and this work seeks
to understand differences in tracer behavior and resultant breakthrough curves between RWT
and NaCl when performed on an Arctic tundra stream. Arctic streams and rivers are
continuously underlain by permafrost (Woo, 1986), which provides for a simplified surface
water-groundwater exchange (Zarnetske et al., 2007). The hydrologic processes associated
with Arctic regions differ from temperate regions, in that the system is far more responsive to
changes in rainfall, snowmelt, etc., than its temperate counterparts (Woo, 1986). Much of the
work done on Arctic stream networks therefore seeks to understand differences in controls on
transport processes, namely transient storage. A relatively simple and effective way to do such
is to perform a tracer experiment on the stream or river of interest.
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Research Goals
This study seeks to understand the difference between RWT and NaCl as tracers, and
further understand advantages or limitations of each on a river that is both large and a part of a
unique system, distinct from temperate/bedrock stream networks. The behavior of each tracer
is to be analyzed through a combination of graphical BTC tail analysis and temporal moment
depictions. Sorbing behavior was not measured at any point throughout the study, but
extended tailing in a BTC indicates the possibility of such. Three main questions are to be
answered:
1)

RWT can be detected at very low concentrations, so does it improve the tracer
window of detection compared to NaCl?

2)

Are there differences between RWT and NaCl in late-time tailing behavior?

3)

Do differences between RWT and NaCl have implications for interpreting
solute transport dynamics?

These questions are answered for the specific study area, yet final discussions and conclusions
are meant to contribute to the body of literature surround solute transport, transient storage
models, and permafrost hydrology.
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Chapter 2
Methods
Site Description
The Kuparuk River is a 4th order river located on Alaska’s North Slope, north of the
Arctic Circle, and west of Toolik Field Station (Figure 1). It originates in the northern foothills
of the Brooks Range and flows north into the Arctic Ocean near Prudhoe Bay (Figure 2). The
river basin is underlain by continuous permafrost and is covered with snow for 7-9 months of
the year. Permafrost depths range from 250-300 m (Osterkamp & Payne, 1981) beneath the
surface. The river is highly responsive to rainfall and snowmelt events, due to the presence of
permafrost, and snowmelt is the main contributing factor to runoff in the spring (Woo, 1986).
The Upper Kuparuk watershed is characterized by hillslopes on either side of the river, with
water tracks that contain higher soil moisture contents and wetland soils (McNamara et al.,
1998). There are no trees in the region, and the vegetation is dominated by tussock and wet
sedge tundra (Hobbie et al., 1998). Soil type is predominately Histic Pergelic Cryaqueots. A
soil cross section of the soil profile would reveal glacial till underneath mineral soil, followed
by 10 cm of decaying organic material, and about 10 cm of live and dead moss mantle. The
long-term average of measured total precipitation for the watershed is 376 mm (Kane & Yang,
2004).
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Figure 1: Location of Toolik Field Station, on Alaska’s North Slope (credit:
A. Balser, http://www.uaf.edu/toolik/gis).

Figure 2: Location of Kuparuk River relative to Toolik Field Station, AK. (credit:
A. Balser, http://www.uaf.edu/toolik/gis).
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Field Methods
The tracer experiments were performed in the summer of 2012 on four separate dates:
6//22, 7/26, 7/28, and 8/13. The reach in the study is ~1.5 km stretch of the Kuparuk River,
with the upstream end near 4 km, and the downstream end near 5.5 km. The dual slug
injections of RWT and NaCl were performed at the upstream end, and electrical conductivity
and fluorescence were continuously logged at the downstream end. Through four separate
instantaneous NaCl slug injections over ~100 m, prior to the dual injections, discharge values
were calculated for each day using the dilution-gauging methodology. As seen in Table 1, the
experiments were performed over a wide range of discharges, with the highest value (~4.5
m3/s being nearly an order of magnitude larger than the lowest value (<0.5 m3/s).

Injection
Date

Injection
Time

Discharge
[L/s]

Mass NaCl
[g]

Mass RWT
[g]

Reach
length [m]

6/22/12

15:16:00

454

4007.2

60

1530

7/26/12

14:00:00

4442

24371.1

400

1530

7/28/12

17:08:00

2101

19447.1

200

1530

8/13/12

14:43:00

1910

28061.9

182

1530

Table 1: Summary of slug injection quantities and conditions for four summer 2012 dates on
Kuparuk River, Alaska
The differences in the NaCl and RWT injected mass amounts for each date is due to
differences in discharge conditions on that day. The total mass injected was scaled up for
increasing discharges in order to retain resolution downstream. At the downstream end of the
river reach, conductivity was continuously logged at 10-second intervals with an Onset©
Hobo© U-24 Freshwater Conductivity Logger. Fluorescence was continuously logged at the
same interval with a Turner Designs© SCUFA™ Submersible Fluorometer.
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Breakthrough Curve Normalization
The breakthrough curve (BTC) provides a graphical representation of the tracer
concentration as it moves through a river reach as gathered from a stream tracer experiment. In
order to compare NaCl and RWT, concentrations need to be converted to consistent units and
adjusted for differences in injection quantities. After retrieving the conductivity and
fluorescence values for each injection, the NaCl data and RWT data were adjusted for
background (ambient) conductivity and fluorescence, respectively. Due to the remote location
of the field site, the conductivity values were relatively low, all near 83 µs/cm. Background
fluorescence values were around -2 ppb for each injection. Conductivity values in µs/cm and
fluorescence values in ppb were converted to mg/l by the respective conversion factors ([mg/l]
= [µs/cm]/2; [mg/l] = [ppb]/1000). Each breakthrough curve was normalized to the advective
timescale and to peak concentration, as seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Breakthrough Curve (BTC) normalization schematic, with time normalized to the
advective timescale, and concentration normalized to the peak concentration.
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Breakthrough Curve Decomposition
As proposed in Wlostowski et al., 2013 (in prep), the normalized breakthrough curve
can be used to determine advective/dispersive and transient storage components without the
use of an additional transport model. For a given BTC, the advection and dispersion is
characterized as the Gaussian distribution, mirrored across the time to peak (i.e. across 1 on a
normalized x-axis) (Figure 4). The transient storage component is then the total BTC (the blue
line in Fig. 4) minus the Gaussian component. The difference, seen in the attenuated, lagged
BTC, accounts for storage zones and longer residence times.

Figure 4: Breakthrough curve decomposition, as the BTC and its advective/dispersive and
transient storage components (modified from Wlostowski et al., 2013 (in prep))
The zeroth moments (i.e. recovered mass or NaCl and RWT) were found for each BTC for all
discharge conditions, and through the decomposition method, mass fractions were found for
the advection/dispersion component and the transient storage component.
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Chapter 3
Results
Tail Analyses
In order of increasing discharges, (i.e. 454 L/s, 1910 L/s, 2101 L/s, 4442 L/s on 6/22,
8/13, 7/28, and 7/26, respectively), the normalized BTC’s from the time of 1 percent of mass
recovery to the time of 99 percent mass recovery (t1 to t99 ) for RWT and NaCl is seen in
Figure 5. Due to the BTC normalization method, the data is shown such that each curve peaks
at the same advective time-step (at 1). The ratio values are only shown for times of detectable
NaCl. Beyond that point, the ratios would theoretically go to infinity. The higher ratio values
are evident primarily in late-time (t/tadv > 1.5) tailing processes, as the concentration of RWT
is higher than NaCl. The ratio is greatest at the lowest discharge condition, with values well
above 1 (Figure 5). Also for the lowest discharge condition, the higher ratio is seen on the
rising limb, with even slightly greater values. There is also a “banding” of NaCl visible on
both the rising and falling limb, in early-time and late-time processes. Generally speaking, the
ratio for the lowest discharge is far more variable relative to the ratios for the three other
discharge conditions. The ratios for the higher discharge conditions remain very close to 1
through the advective timescale, and increase slightly above t/tadv >1.4. Interestingly, the ratio
dips slightly below 1 prior to t/tadv =1.5 for the 7/28 injection, where Q=2101 L/s. Therefore, at
that time, the data shows higher concentrations of NaCl than RWT.
The window of detection is clearly increased when using RWT compared to NaCl for
each discharge condition, indicated by the longer RWT tails relative to NaCl. NaCl cannot be
detected at values as low as RWT, seen by the tail truncations.

Figure 5: Normalized BTC’s for RWT and NaCl and ratios of RWT/NaCl
in order of increasing discharges for Kuparuk River dual slug injections
performed on 06/22, 08/13, 07/28, and 07/26.
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The window of detection (time of tracer arrival to time of tracer non-detection) is
increased with RWT by ~0.2 times the advective timescale in late-time processes for Q=454
L/s, Q=2101 L/s, and Q=4442 L/s. For Q=1910 L/s, the window of detection is increased by
~0.1 times the advective timescale. Also for Q=454 L/s, Q=2101 L/s and Q=4442 L/s, the
window of detection is increased on the rising limb, or in early-time detection. For Q=454 L/s
the NaCl is seen further to the left on the plot, and banding is again visible. The higher ratio
through that region in time shows instead higher RWT to NaCl. The Q=1910 L/s is again the
anomaly in that RWT and NaCl seem to arrive at nearly the same time at the downstream end
and there is little difference in window of detection values for RWT and NaCl. Since the ratios
are only shown for times when there is enough NaCl data available, or for times when the
concentration is still somewhat detectable, one can use either the blue BTC or the black ratio
in Figure 5 as an indicator of the NaCl window of detection for each discharge condition. This
window of detection of NaCl is largest for the lowest discharge, and decreases with increasing
discharge, except for Q=2101 L/s, which is larger than Q=1910 L/s. RWT follows the same
pattern.
Another approach to understand tracer behavior is to analyze BTC tail slopes. Both
tracers exhibit fairly similar tail shapes after peak trough the tail, yet there are more obvious
differences at the lowest discharge condition. The tails for RWT and NaCl as fit an
exponential regression, which assumes that the residence times fit an exponential residence
time distribution (RTD). The slopes values for RWT and NaCl for each discharge are seen in
Table 2. The last column of the table shows the percent difference between the two slopes,
defined by: Percent difference = |(NaCl slope – RWT slope)/(Average of two slopes)|.
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Injection
Date

Discharge
[L/s]

NaCl Tail
Slope

RWT Tail
Slope

Percent
Difference
[%]

6/22/12

454

-4.96

-4.01

21.2

8/13/12

1910

-6.31

-6.01

4.47

7/28/12

2101

-5.81

-5.74

1.21

7/26/12

4442

-8.06

-7.62

5.61

Table 2: NaCl and RWT Tail Slopes as fit to an exponential RTD and percent
difference between the two slopes for each discharge condition
The slope values generally increase in magnitude from lower discharge values to
higher discharge values, with the exception of the 07/28 RTD, where the slopes for Q=2101
L/s are slightly higher than the slopes of the 07/26 RTD. For every discharge condition, the
magnitude of the NaCl slope is larger than the magnitude of the RWT slope. The difference in
the slopes is greatest at the lowest discharge, with a percent difference of 21.2 %. The percent
difference does not follow a set pattern in terms of increasing or decreasing with increasing
discharge. The largest discharge has the second largest percent difference, and the second
largest discharge has the smallest percent difference. For this discharge (Q=2101 L/s), the
percent difference is only 1.21%, indicating the most similar tailing and therefore the most
similar RTD. The two median discharge conditions show lower percent differences compared
to lowest and to the largest discharges.
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Moment Analyses
By calculating the temporal moments (zeroth, first, and second) for each RWT and
NaCl BTC, important characteristics of the concentration profile through time are captured. In
general, for each discharge condition, the first, second, and third temporal moments, (mean
travel time, variance, and skew) normalized to the zeroth moment, have similar relative
magnitudes for RWT and NaCl (Figure 6). The greatest difference in each temporal moment
between RWT and NaCl is seen at the lowest discharge condition. For the lowest discharge
(Q=454 L/s), the difference between RWT and NaCl increases through higher order temporal
moments (Table 3). The pattern of increasing difference with higher order temporal moments
is not as pronounced for the three other discharge conditions. The percent differences between
NaCl and RWT for the first, second, and third temporal moments for the lowest discharge are
3.0, 6.9, and 12.3 percent, respectively. The percent differences between NaCl and RWT for
the first, second, and third temporal moments for the highest discharge are 1.3, 3.1, and 5.6
percent, respectively. The percent differences for the first and second moments for Q=454 L/s
are on the same order of magnitude as the other discharges, yet this is not the case for the third
moment.
For every discharge condition, and for every temporal moment, RWT exceeds NaCl, if
only slightly. For each discharge, the first temporal moments for RWT and NaCl are all
within 5 percent difference of one another. Looking at the second temporal moments, RWT
and NaCl are within 3.5 percent difference of one another for every discharge except for
Q=454 L/s. For the third temporal moments, RWT and NaCl are within 6 percent difference of
one another for the three larger discharge conditions.

Figure 6: 1s, 2nd, and 3rdnormalized temporal moment at each discharge condition for RWT and NaCl.
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454

1910

2101

4442

6/22/12

8/13/12

7/28/12

7/26/12

Injection Date Discharge [L/s]

3.03

0.908

2.26

2.35

18.3

µ2 [10 7 s 2 ]

NaCl

0.937

2.31

2.40

19.6

µ2 [10 7 s 2 ]

RWT

0.279

1.12

1.18

25.9

µ3 [10 11 s 3 ]

NaCl

Table 3: Magnitudes of first, second, and third temporal moments, normalized
to the zeroth moment, for NaCl and RWT for each discharge condition.

2.99

4.74

4.84

4.80

4.70

13.7

µ1 [10 3 s]

RWT

13.3

µ1 [10 3 s]

NaCl

0.295

1.17

1.22

29.3

µ3 [10 11 s 3 ]

RWT
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BTC Decomposition Components
The zeroth moment (accumulated mass) can be calculated via integration of the timeconcentration history, or the breakthrough curve. It is interesting to consider the solute
transport processes by which the mass acquired downstream, i.e. advection, dispersion, and
transient storage. Through the outlined breakthrough decomposition process, proposed in
Wlostowski et al., 2013 (in prep), advective/dispersive and transient storage components as a
percentage of the zeroth moment are seen in Table 4.

Injection
Date

Discharge
[L/s]

% Advective/
% Advective/
Dispersive NaCl Dispersive RWT

% Transient
Storage NaCl

% Transient
Storage RWT

6/22/12

454

68.5

59.9

31.5

40.1

8/13/12

1910

61.8

67.6

38.2

32.8

7/28/12

2101

65.6

64.2

34.4

35.8

7/26/12

4442

65.0

66.3

35.0

33.7

Table 4: Percent advective/dispersive component and transient storage component of
recovered mass for RWT and NaCl for 4 different discharge conditions.
The difference in advective/dispersive and transient storage components for RWT and
NaCl is most pronounced at the lowest discharge. For this discharge, advection and dispersion
are smaller for the RWT BTC compared to NaCl as a percentage of the zeroth moment, and
transient storage is greater using RWT compared to NaCl. The larger transient storage
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component for RWT versus NaCl is seen at all other discharges, except for Q=1910 L/s. On
the 8/13 injection date, RWT underestimates transient storage relative to NaCl, and
overestimates advection and dispersion. For Q=2101 L/s and Q=4442 L/s there is a very small
difference in advective/dispersive and transient storage components for the RWT versus NaCl
breakthrough curves. The trend of closer values is not necessarily a positive correlation to
increasing discharge, however, given the difference as observed for the 8/13 injection data.
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Chapter 4
Discussion
The differences in the breakthrough curve shape, spread, and windows of detection are
seen in Figure 5. The ratio of RWT:NaCl indicated by the black line shows higher concentrations
of RWT relative to NaCl in late time processes, especially for the lowest discharge condition
(Q=454 L/s). This higher ratio could be due to poor NaCl detection (indicated by the banding). At
those times in the concentration history of the NaCl moving downstream, the conductivity logger
could have very well been unable to detect such low concentrations, especially at the lowest
discharge. The higher ratio could also be an indication RWT sorption behavior. Sorption of RWT
was not measured at any point in the study, but it has been proven to do so in both laboratory and
smaller field studies (Bencala et al., 1983; Sutton et al., 2001). With increasing discharge values,
the spikes in the ratio are less evident, but the concentration of RWT continues to exceed NaCl in
late-time tailing, reaffirming the possibility that RWT sorbs and/or that NaCl drops below
detection limits at this timestep.
When analyzing the slopes of the exponential RTD fit to the RWT and NaCl tails, NaCl
is slightly larger (i.e. steeper) than RWT for every discharge condition, yet is closest to RWT for
Q=2101 L/s (Table 2). This is the same discharge condition for which the ratio of RWT:NaCl
dips slightly below 1 at t/tadv=1.5 At this advective time step for the other discharge conditions,
RWT exceeds NaCl. For this same discharge condition, the mean arrival time, variance, and skew
values of the NaCl and RWT PDF’s are all very similar for RWT compared to NaCl (Table 3).
For the BTC decomposition at this discharge, the percent advective/dispersive and percent
transient storage are also very similar (Table 4), yet RWT still slightly exceeds NaCl in transient
storage, indicating that the slightly lower ratio of RWT:NaCl does not completely alter residence
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time estimations. This is likely due to the consistent larger window of detection for RWT, which
highlights the importance of understanding concentration limits versus potential sorbing for
RWT.
The slightly steeper tail slopes of NaCl versus RWT for each discharge condition also
indicate the possibility that NaCl is moving through the system slightly faster. In other words, a
larger portion of the injected NaCl could be reaching the downstream end at any given time after
the peak compared to RWT. This could mean that NaCl “flushes” through the reach at a faster
rate than RWT. The longer RWT tails combined with the slightly lower slopes indicates again the
possibility that RWT is sorbing. If RWT were sorbing to organic material, a smaller portion of the
injected mass would reach the downstream end at the same timestep as the NaCl, and more would
remain behind, and “flush” through the reach later in time. If this were the case, the larger
windows of detection shown in the RWT BTC’s could provide means for inaccurate
interpretations of storage characteristics of the river reach storage and hyporheic exchange.
Additionally, this would refute the argument of RWT use over NaCl, since the lower detection
limits would primarily be capturing RWT that has exhibited adsorption/desorption.
The differences in tail slopes, however, are not quite as large, except for the lowest
discharge condition. For the three higher discharge conditions, the breakthrough curve
decomposition does not consistently show a greater transient storage component for RWT
compared to NaCl, and for Q=1910 L/s, the transient storage component is actually greater for the
NaCl BTC. This could be due to similar arrival timing on the rising limb of the BTC (Figure 1),
which is indicated by a ratio near one. Since the advective/dispersive component in the BTC
decomposition method is determined by mirroring the time of first arrive to the time to peak, for
Q=1910 L/s, less of the RWT would fall under the Gaussian component compared to the other
injections. For this injection date, the results suggests that RWT does not exhibit sorbing behavior
in earlier times through the concentration history. Additionally, for this discharge, RWT only
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increases the window of detection by ~0.1 times the advective timescale on the tail end of the
BTC. Compared to the earlier discharge, then, the timescale of sorbing possibility is effectively
cut in half.
The moment analyses (Table 3) show very small differences between NaCl and RWT in
mean travel time, variance, and skew at the three higher discharges. What is most interesting
about Figure 6 and Table 3, however, is the consistent decrease in temporal moment magnitude
for NaCl and RWT with increasing discharge. This is shown, visually, in the difference in BTC
shape and relative length in Figure 5. At lower discharges, the tracer plume shows larger
spreading on both ends of the breakthrough curve. Therefore, through time, the parcel of the
tracer (or solute) grows both longer and wider, with less concentration at every point in time
compared to a higher discharge. The “tighter” parcels of labeled water, therefore occur in higher
discharges. Although the patterns across moment analyses, tail analyses, and windows of
detection are not exactly uniform for the three higher discharge conditions, for each condition,
there is at least one quantitative indication that RWT behaves relatively similarly to NaCl, and
that sorbing is less of a controlling factor in determining solute transport characteristics.
Revisiting the BTC as a PDF, it can be inferred that, at discharges where RWT and NaCl
fall near similar mean values, with similar variance and skew values, RWT is not drastically
favoring late-time processes in interpretations. It seems that this is accomplished through higher
discharges, as RWT and NaCl both move downstream in a faster timescale, and therefore return
to near background values faster. This particular set of experiments all stopped as soon as
ambient conditions returned, lasting only 2.5 hours for the largest discharge and 4+ hour for the
lowest discharge. It can easily be argued, then, that with longer timescales, sorbing would be
more of a concern. A similar result is shown in Bencala et al., (1983), where high dye-uptake was
found over the 15-hr experiment duration. NaCl is also a concern for longer timescales, since its
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detection limits are high relative to RWT. If high concentrations cause tail truncation, the mean
travel times could be less than predicted by moment analyses (Mackay, et al. 1994).
RWT is known to sorb to organic material, and in the Kuparuk River watershed,
extensive work has been done to attempt to quantify changes in active-layer thickness and
organic-layer thickness over the watershed. The watershed has a broad range of organic-layer
thickness values (Shiklomanov & Nelson, 1999) , depending on the location within the watershed
and the season. The moist tundra can be as high as 12 cm, whereas the floodplain, underlain by
sand and gravel, has only 2 cm. This is not to say that the organic material on the Kuparuk flood
plain on in the channel is negligible, especially due to the water tracks and tributaries from
neighboring hillslopes. This value is, however, another quality of the river system that allows for
better understanding of RWT behavior and general solute transport. Due to the presence of
permafrost, reduced stream-groundwater interaction is observed compared to streams in
temperate environments (Woo, 1986; Zarnetske et al., 2007). The relatively similar behavior of
NaCl and RWT at the three larger discharge values, then could be due to less in-channel storage
capability of the Kuparuk River, or less opportunity for sorbing.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
Stream tracers can be used effectively to perform dilution-gauging experiments in natural
channels. Sodium chloride (NaCl) and Rhodamine-WT (RWT) have both been used extensively
in field studies to attempt to capture solute transport dynamics in streams and rivers. Differences
in tracer performance, however, can lead to misinterpretations of hydrologic characteristics.
NaCl, considered to be mostly conservative cannot be detected at lower concentrations, whereas
RWT can be detected at concentrations of < 0.1 ppb. Laboratory studies have shown that RWT
sorbs to organic material, and previous work on smaller streams and rivers have shown that it
may overestimate transient storage. The summer 2012 study on the Kuparuk River on Alaska’s
North Slope shows similar behavior between NaCl and RWT regarding both advective/dispersive
behavior, and tailing behavior at certain discharge conditions over certain timescales.
On a large river with high discharge values (>1.9 m2/s), over the time period on which the
study was conducted (2.5-4+ hours) the differences in RWT and NaCl in late time tailing
behavior are less pronounced than at lower discharge values (454 L/s). This suggests that RWT
behaves relatively conservatively when applied to such a system, or that sorbing does not occur
within a window of similar timescale. The sorbing behavior of RWT can skew the interpretation
of tailing in tracer studies, and therefore can overestimate the residence time and consequently
transient storage and/or hyporheic exchange. In this study, RWT actually underestimates transient
storage relative to NaCl using the breakthrough curve decomposition method. Understanding the
extent to which RWT is sorbing is essential in understanding a more accurate depiction of solute
transport processes.
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The answers to the original research goals are as follows:
1) RWT expands the window of detection by ~0.2 times the advective timescale on the
falling limb of the BTC at all four discharge conditions, and at the lowest discharge condition,
RWT expands the window of detection by ~0.2 times the advective timescale on the rising limb
on the BTC as well. Higher resolution data on either end of the BTC, and at earlier and later times
can theoretically allow for a more robust understanding of the labeled parcel of water. This could
very well be indicative of NaCl detection limits, however, and/or RWT sorbing.
2) The tail shapes between RWT and NaCl are similar, with slightly larger NaCl slopes as
fit to an exponential RTD, yet differences are seen in that RWT exhibits more tailing for each
discharge condition, and the differences are most pronounced at the lowest discharge condition.
3) Transport interpretations are different for the lowest discharge condition. Recovered
mass, mean travel time, and variance are similar between RWT and NaCl for the three larger of
the four discharge conditions measured. This suggests the notion that with a high enough
discharge on a large enough river, the tracer plume does not exhibit as much spreading and
therefore moves through the reach much faster. Through the coarse breakthrough curve
decomposition method, RWT estimates a larger transient storage component of the breakthrough
curve zeroth moment compared to NaCl, but no such trend is seen for increasing discharge
conditions. RWT and NaCl produce fairly similar estimates of transient storage at higher
discharge conditions.
In the context of tracer experiments on large streams and/or rivers, this work shows that
RWT can be used when compared to NaCl without exhibiting extensive nonconservative
behavior. It cannot be said that RWT is completely conservative in this study, due to the shorter
timescales and the lack of the mass balance. In the context of solute transport on Arctic stream
networks, the similarity of RWT and NaCl as stream tracers suggests any of the following: 1) the
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Kuparuk River is strongly dominated by the river current and advective/dispersive transport at
higher discharges 2) sorbing is not as likely in the river system due to lack of excessive material
and inconsistent active-layers and/or less stream-groundwater interaction and 3) sorbing occurs
yet fluorescence values return near to background well before desportion of RWT at higher
discharges.
Further work that utilizes RWT and salt tracers should be done on other larger streams
and river in both permafrost and temperate/bedrock regions at a variety of discharge conditions,
and on longer reaches and timescales. For this particular study area, methodology, and timescale,
this study suggests that RWT may be able to be used to capture solute transport without
overestimation of transient storage.
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